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Fund Information

Portfolio Manager Overview

Thank you once again for your faith and confidence in

We are pleased with the progress our team has made

our team. We continue to seek attractive risk-adjusted

CCLSX

throughout 2013 and encouraged by the attractive

returns on your behalf and as always, welcome your

6/3/2013

risk-adjusted returns our process has produced.

feedback and input.

A share ticker:

CALSX

I share ticker:

CILSX

C share ticker:
Inception date:

Objective:	The fund seeks
long-term capital
appreciation

Calamos Long/Short Fund generated a return of
5.95% (A shares at NAV) for the fourth quarter. The

Firm Update

HFRI Equity Hedge Index

broader indices, especially within developed markets,

As we enter 2014, we are optimistic and equipped

S&P Index

were healthy in the fourth quarter supported by

to capitalize on opportunities that lie ahead. We

Fund Strategy

stable inflation, an improving employment outlook

completed the build-out of the investment team early

and a jump in third quarter U.S. economic growth.

in the third quarter. We are happy to report the team

The U.S. consumer has proven resilient, buoyed by

is collaborating and performing well as evidenced by

a continuation of home price escalation and equity

our solid fourth-quarter results. Early in 2013, the team

market appreciation that has driven up household

added a research associate, a valuable member of the

net worth by 40% from the recession trough in 2009

team and we plan to hire additional resources in 2014

to an all-time high. Of course, the biggest news on

to further increase the depth and primary research

the macro front was the Federal Reserve’s decision to

capabilities of the investment team. We are pleased

start to taper its monetary policy by reducing asset

with the leverage provided to us by the long standing

purchases by $10 billion per month. Unlike the second

institutional infrastructure of Calamos.

Benchmarks

The fund is a fundamental long/short
equity fund that seeks to generate
alpha by identifying and investing in
companies that exhibit an enduring
or eroding franchise value. The fund
invests primarily in mid and large
capitalization companies in the U.S.
and is diversified with exposure to
the technology, media, telecom,
consumer, health care, financials,
and industrials/ commodities
sectors. The collaborative investment
approach seeks to leverage the
collective knowledge and experience
of the team while maintaining strict
trade execution protocol.

quarter, however, this was generally expected and
absorbed by the markets with 10 year Treasury yields
only rising modestly. As we enter 2014, dispersion has
begun to widen and we believe securities will more
accurately reflect the underlying fundamentals.

Portfolio
The Fund started the fourth quarter at 95% gross and
44% net exposure and ended the quarter with gross
and net exposures of 112% and 54% respectively. The
investment team made a concerted effort to increase

Sector Weightingsª

Long

Consumer Discretionary

18.1%

gross

-8.5%

26.6%

Consumer Staples

3.5

Energy

6.6

Financials

9.3
19.4

-7.0

Health Care
Industrials
Information Technology

-0.7

net

9.6%

4.2

2.8

0.0

6.6

6.6

-2.7

12.0

6.6

26.4

12.4

4.0

-2.1

6.1

1.9

15.3

-3.3

18.6

12.0

Materials

1.5

0.0

1.5

1.5

Other/Exchange Trade Funds

0.0

-1.4

1.4

-1.4

Telecommunication Services

Not FDIC Insured | May Lose
Value | No Bank Guarantee

short

Total

5.2

-3.0

8.2

2.2

82.9

-28.7

111.6

54.2

ª E xchange traded funds and index options are included in totals but not listed as sectors

There is no assurance that the fund’s investment strategy or objective will be achieved or maintained.
Performance data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than
the performance quoted. Please see disclosures on the last page for additional information.
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exposures of our highest conviction ideas this quarter to

occasions where our short thesis played out as expected, a

reflect not only the confidence in the names generated

company missed earnings and investors shrugged off the

through our bottom-up research approach, but to capture

fundamental news.

the team and firm’s constructive outlook on the market.
All things considered, we believe we have generated

Our expectation is that we will continue to be rewarded

a solid risk-adjusted return to date and are particularly

for our primary research and fundamental analysis. As a

pleased with our results in the fourth quarter. The largest

result, we plan to maintain the Fund’s exposures in the

contributors during the quarter came from our investments

short-term consistent with our current views.

in the technology and consumer discretionary sectors.

Performance

The biggest detractors to performance came from our

The fund’s A shares returned 5.95% in the quarter,

investments in the industrials sector given the overall

bringing since inception performance to an annualized

market sentiment.

6.80%. While correlations have trended lower since 2011,
we still witnessed markets that were in large part driven

Holdings Discussion: Alkermes, Inc.**

by macro factors for much of 2013 however witnessed a

In the fourth quarter, the fund generated positive returns

decrease of this trend in the fourth quarter. Our bottom-

on Alkermes, a mid-cap biotechnology long position.

up approach and decision to increase exposures in the

The company has a major presence in schizophrenia, a

fourth quarter proved fruitful. Additionally, we successfully

space that is undergoing a significant paradigm shift in

participated in IPO transactions which made a significant

the U.S. The typical schizophrenic patient is treated with

contribution to overall returns.

short-acting oral medication, but efficacy suffers due to
high-rates of non-compliance. Instead, the company is on

While we have had success on the long side, it has been

the forefront of long-acting injectable medications which

a difficult market environment for generating significant

leads to superior compliance and efficacy. Penetration

alpha on the short side of our book with the S&P 500

rates of long-acting injectables for schizophrenia are near

Index up more than 30% in 2013. We witnessed several
Perfomance Data
Calamos Long/Short Fund
I shares – at NAV (Inception 6/3/13)
A shares – at NAV (Inception 6/3/13)
A shares – Load adjusted
S&P 500 Index
HFRI Equity Hedge Index

QTD	Since inception

6.05%*

6.90%

5.95*

6.80

0.95*

1.71

10.51

14.06

4.98

7.51

There is no assurance that the fund’s investment strategy or objective will be achieved or maintained.
*
During the fourth quarter IPO transactions made a significant contribution to overall returns.
**
Position represented 3.66% of the portfolio holdings as of 9/30/2013
Performance data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than
the performance quoted. Please refer to Important Risk Information. The principal value and return of an investment will fluctuate so that your
shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Performance reflected at NAV does not include the Fund’s maximum
front-end sales load of 4.75%had it been included, the Fund’s return would have been lower. For the most recent fund performance information
visit www.Calamos.com.
Class I shares are offered primarily for direct investment by investors through certain tax-exempt retirement plans (including 401(k) plans, 457 plans, employersponsored 403(b) plans, profit sharing and money purchase pension plans, defined benefit plans and non qualified deferred compensation plans) and by institutional clients, provided such plans or clients have assets of at least $1 million.
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Please see disclosures on the last page for additional information.
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5% in the U.S., but closer to 20% in Europe. A key tenet

believe their ability to convert underperforming Italian

to our thesis is that U.S. penetration rates will increase

concept stores into other concepts should be able to drive

significantly over time. Following clarification of the

meaningful earnings growth over the next few years. In

Mental Health Parity Act (November 2013) which ensures

our view this change is not well understood by the market.

additional insurer coverage for schizophrenics, the street
began to understand the long-term opportunity for the
company with commensurate stock appreciation.

We continue to like the company for its earnings
potential that we estimate at approximately $2 per share
in the 2015/2016 time frame. This thesis is predicated

Ignite Restaurant Group, Inc.*

on management’s ability to; 1) turn around the Italian

The fund is long Ignite Restaurant Group, Inc., a casual

restaurant concept; 2) execute well in its core seafood

dining restaurant company. Shares fell as the company

concept and; 3) capture upside optionality in its bar &

reported weaker-than-expected results in its recent Italian

grill concept through either organic unit expansion and/or

restaurant concept acquisition. Aggressive promotions

franchise opportunities for this differentiated concept.

in its Italian concept resulted in poor gross profits earlier
in the quarter. The company ultimately decided to pull
back on promotions and as a result, traffic in the concept
suffered in the back half of the quarter. The Italian
business which was supposed to be breakeven at its April
2013 acquisition has had higher sequential operating
losses as a result. These losses have hampered the ability

However, in the near term, casual dining overall continues
to be challenged by a highly promotional environment
while traffic remains sluggish across the sector. As a result,
we have trimmed the size of the position until we regain
confidence in the turnaround of the Italian concept and/or
improvement in the overall casual dining sector.

of the company to stay on track with opening restaurants
in its core seafood concept in calendar 2014 which has
caused investors to re-think the growth algorithm for this
high growth company.

Calamos Outlook
Entering 2014, we expect a good year for global equity
markets overall. The major global economies look
positioned to show faster growth, although this positive

After dialogue with management and continued bottom-

global synchronization is occurring at varying rates and

up research including monitoring email/social media

supported by diverging policies. Historically, the conditions

promotions, we believe that the company is now more

we see today have benefited equities giving us a positive

focused on getting the Italian concept to breakeven and

outlook for the year. Most importantly, with macro factors

is not as focused on just driving temporary traffic through

becoming a less significant determinant of U.S. stock

promotions at the cost of gross margins. We also have

prices, we see significant opportunities ahead.

more confidence that the company is able to convert
underperforming Italian concept stores into its two other
restaurant concepts (seafood and next generation bar &
grill) at a meaningful cost and time savings, as opposed
to just opening new stores from the ground up. We

While improved global economic growth in 2013 was
led by the U.S., we are starting to see positive global
synchronization among major economies. Europe is
coming out of its recession, and Abenomics has promoted

Position represented 1.98% of the portfolio holdings as of 9/30/2013
Past Performance does not guarantee future results. Please see additional disclosures on last page.

*
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economic growth in Japan. China’s growth has decelerated, but it

Conclusion

is delivering solid growth nonetheless, as are a number of lesser-

We finished off the quarter strong and are encouraged by more

discussed emerging markets.

fundamentally driven markets that have emerged over recent
months. We expect this market climate to continue through 2014.

The U.S. economy looks to be in a Goldilocks scenario of a
“not-too-hot, not-too-cold” period, supported by improving
growth and low inflation, upbeat consumers, good corporate
balance sheets, strength in manufacturing and an improving
trade balance. We expect U.S. growth of 2.5% to 3.0% in 2014,
with inflation holding at less than 2%. Against this backdrop, we

In an environment with the potential for highly divergent returns,
we believe our ongoing commitment to specialized fundamental
research will serve us well. Large dispersion of returns has
the potential to provide many long, short and relative value
opportunities. As fundamental, bottom-up investors, we believe
the current environment is well suited for our investment strategy.

anticipate that the Fed will withdraw stimulus by the end of 2014,
while continuing accommodative policy through 2015.

We look forward to positive opportunities for both the fund
and firm. As always, we thank you for your continued support.

Supported by a wealth effect of rising equity markets and home

Please feel free to contact us with any questions.

values, the U.S. consumer is feeling better and spending more,
including large purchases such as autos and other discretionary
items. Net worth is higher than it was before the financial crisis,
and the deleveraging cycle may have well have bottomed out.
This willingness to spend and potentially take on debt should
sustain economic growth over the long term. Businesses are
also doing well. Capital spending has begun its long-anticipated
recovery, with total expenditures at record highs. Corporate cash
growth and high cash balances suggest that this recovery can be
sustained over an extended period.
As the U.S. equity market has rallied, talk about a potential
market top has increased. However, steady 2% to 3% percent
U.S. growth, low inflation and short-term rates, and rising longterm rates have historically supported stocks. We don’t see much
evidence of a bubble in the U.S. stock market today. Instead,
we believe we are in the mid-phase of a secular bull market.
Additionally, we believe growth equities are especially attractive
and cheap versus value.

Past Performance does not guarantee future results. Please see additional disclosures on last page.
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Top 5 holdings longª

INDUSTRY

Lamar Advertising Company

Advertising

4.98%

Agilent Technologies, Inc.

Life Sciences Tools & Services

4.54

Google, Inc.

Internet Software & Services

4.05

ADT Corp.

Security & Alarm Services

3.91

Cameron International Corp.

Oil & Gas Equipment Services

3.55

Number of Holdings Long

46

				

Top 5 holdings shortª (By Industry)
Apparel Retail

-2.25%

Health Care Services

-1.97

Health Care Equipment

-1.91

Health Care Equipment

-1.87

Application Software

-1.79

Number of Holdings Short						

24

Holdings and weightings are subject to change daily. Holdings are provided for informational purposes only and should not be
deemed as a recommendation to buy or sell the securities mentioned.

ª Top
5 Holdings and Sector Weightings are calculated as a percentage of Net Assets. The tables exclude cash or cash equivalents,
any government / sovereign bonds or broad based index hedging securities the portfolio may hold. You can obtain a complete
listing of holdings by visiting www.calamos.com.

Fund Information

A shares

C shares

I shares

Inception Date

6/3/13

6/3/13

6/3/13

Ticker Symbol

CALSX

CCLSX

CILSX

CUSIP Number

128120607

128120706

128120805

Minimum Initial/Subsequent Investment

$2,500/$50

$2,500/$50

$1 million/$0

IRA Initial Investment

$500

$500

N/A

Sales Load/Maximum Sales Charge

Front-End/4.75%

Level-Load/1.00%

N/A

Gross Expense Ratio˚

3.33%

4.08%

3.08%

Net Expense Ratio˚

2.90%

3.65%

2.65%

Distributions			

Quarterly dividends; annual capital gains

˚ A s of the fund’s prospectus dated 6/2/2013. The fee includes estimated dividend expense relating to short sales. If estimated dividend expense
relating to short sales were excluded, the net expense ratio for the Fund would have been 2.0%, 2.75%, and 1.75% for Class A, C, and I shares
respectively, while the Fund’s gross expense ratio would have been 2.43%, 3.18%, and 2.18% for Class A, C and I shares respectively. The
Fund’s investment advisor has contractually agreed to reimburse Fund expenses through March 31, 2015 to the extent necessary so that Total
Annual Fund Operating Expenses (excluding taxes, interest, short interest, short dividend expenses, brokerage commission, acquired fund fees
and expenses, and extraordinary expenses, if any) of Class A and Class C are limited to 2.00% and 2.75% of average net assets, respectively.

Portfolios are managed according to their respective strategies
which may differ significantly in terms of security holdings,
industry weightings, and asset allocation from those of the
benchmark(s). Portfolio performance, characteristics and
volatility may differ from the benchmark(s) shown.
Important Risk Information. An investment in the Fund(s) is

subject to risks, and you could lose money on your investment
in the Fund(s). There can be no assurance that the Fund(s) will
achieve its investment objective. Your investment in the Fund(s)
is not a deposit in a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) or any other
government agency. The risks associated with an investment
in the Fund(s) can increase during times of significant market
volatility. The Fund(s) also has specific principal risks, which are
described below. More detailed information regarding these
risks can be found in the Fund’s prospectus. The S&P 500 Index
is generally considered representative of the U.S. stock market.
The HFRI Equity Hedge Index consists of funds where portfolio
managers maintain long and short positions in primarily equity
and derivative securities. The principal risks of investing in
the Calamos Long/Short Fund include: equity securities risk
consisting of market prices declining in general, short sale
risk consisting of potential for unlimited losses, leverage risk,
and foreign securities risk. Unmanaged index returns assume
reinvestment of any and
all distributions and, unlike fund returns, do not reflect
fees, expenses or sales charges. Investors cannot invest
directly in an index.
Alternative investments may not be suitable for all
investors.
Net exposure: difference between a funds long and short
exposures
Gross Exposure: equals long exposure plus the absolute

value of short exposure
IPO transactions involve greater volatility and risk than
typical equity transactions
Alpha is the measurement of performance on a risk
adjusted basis. A positive alpha shows that performance
of a portfolio was higher than expected given the risk. A
negative alpha shows that the performance was less than
expected given the risk.
Some of the risks associated with investing in alternatives may
include hedging risk - hedging activities can reduce investment
performance through added costs; derivative risk- derivatives
may experience greater price volatility than the underlying
securities; short sale risk - investments may incur a loss without
limit as a result of a short sale if the market value of the security
increases; interest rate risk-loss of value for income securities
as interest rates rise; credit risk - risk of the borrower to miss
payments; liquidity risk - low trading volume may lead to
increased volatility in certain securities; non-US government
obligation risk - non-US government obligations may be subject
to increased credit risk; portfolio selection risk - investment
managers may select securities that fare worse than the overall
market.
Alternative investments may not be suitable for all investors.
As a result of political or economic instability in foreign
countries, there can be special risks associated with investing in
foreign securities, including fluctuations in currency exchange
rates, increased price volatility and difficulty obtaining
information. In addition, emerging markets may present
additional risk due to potential for greater economic and political
instability in less developed countries. Before investing carefully
consider the fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and
expenses. Please see the prospectus and summary prospectus
containing this and other information or call 1-800-582-6959.
Read it carefully before investing.

Calamos Financial Services LLC, Distributor
2020 Calamos Court | Naperville, IL 60563-2787
800.582.6959 | www.calamos.com | caminfo@calamos.com
© 2014 Calamos Investments LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Calamos® and Calamos Investments® are registered trademarks of
Calamos Investments LLC.
LSCOM 8948 1213Q R
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